
WINE  List.



Some of our wines may contain allergens. If you have any special dietary requirements please speak to a member of our restaurant team who can advise you on your choice. A 10% discretionary service charge will be added to your bill.

WELCOME TO THE SCARLET WINE LIST.

It is here we intend to both surprise and delight you with a wonderfully eclectic selection  
of beautiful wines, LOVINGLY CRAFTED BY CONSCIENTIOUS WINEMAKERS. You will find the familiar, but dig a little 
deeper and explore the unusual. Chat with our dedicated wine team and let them guide  
you on a journey of discovery. You might just FIND YOUR NEW FAVOURITE WINE.

Drink, eat and enjoy.



CHAMPAGNE

N Natural Wine        V Vegetarian        VN Vegan        OC Organic Certified        OP Working with Strong Organic Principles BC Biodynamic Certified        BB Working with Broadly Biodynamic Principles

Palmer & Co Brut Reserve - Non Vintage 
(12%, VN)

Lemon, pear, apricot and brioche accompany baked apples 
and hazelnuts, zesty acidity and a classically structured wine.

Palmer & Co Rosé Solera - Non Vintage 
(12%, VN)

Elegantly fruity. Strawberries, blackcurrants and redcurrants 
mingle, while vanilla and cinnamon lend subtle spicy notes.
 
Palmer & Co Blanc De Blancs - Non Vintage 
(12%, VN)

100% Chardonnay. Citrus, white flowers and almonds blend 
seamlessly to produce the ultimate and purest expression 
full of complexity.

Palmer & Co Blanc De Noirs - Non Vintage 
(12%, VN)

Pinot Noir and Meunier for structured fruitiness, intense 
flavours of peach mingle with grapefruit and redcurrants.  

Palmer & Co Nectar - Non Vintage 
(12%, VN)

An explosive mix of fruit, sweetness and refreshing acidity. 
Apricots, pear, mango and pineapple dance elegantly on the 
nose and palate. Incredible Demi-sec Champagne.

Palmer & Co Grand Terroir
2015 (12%, VN)

This Champagne sources Premier and Grand Cru grapes 
from the seven original founding sites of Palmer & Co.  
A superb wine and a snapshot into an exceptional year 
showcasing finesse and purity.

Laurent Perrier La Cuvée Rosé Brut - Non Vintage 
(12%, VN)

Remains the benchmark for Rosé Champagne to date. 100% 
Pinot Noir from the best Cru sites in Montagne de Reims. 

Krug Grande Cuvée Brut - Non Vintage 
(12.5%, VN)

170th edition a blend of 198 wines from 11 vintages. Total 
decadence, a real treat. Deep gold with ripe fruit, white 
flowers, almond and honey.

  12.5cl 37.5cl Bottle 

  15 36 67

   17  -  75

  - - 100

  - - 115

  15 - 70

  12.5cl 37.5cl Bottle 

  - - 100

  - - 120

  - - 275
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Tickeridge Classic Cuvée Brut 
Sussex, England 2014/2015 (12.5%, OP, VN)

This wine boasts a complex, yeasty nose, aromas of  
stewed apples, plums, damsons and cranberry. In the  
mouth, the acidity is balanced with honeyed, round,  
complex, layered flavours. Eight years of ageing gives  
this wine it’s exuberant complexity.

Wild Idol Non-Alcoholic Sparkling White 
Germany (0%)

Extremely bright and fresh. A beautiful pale straw hue, 
bursting with zesty green apples, aromas of white peach  
and honeyed melon. Finished with soft and fine bubbles.

  12.5cl 37.5cl Bottle 

   -  - 68

   10  - 40

SPARKLING

Jeio Organic Prosecco DOCG 
Veneto, Italy (11.5%, OC, VN)

Single vineyard Prosecco from the masters of Prosecco the 
Bisol family. Pear, apple and blossom. Refined and aromatic. 

Raventos I Blanc 
Catalunya, Spain 2021 (12%, BC, VN)

Pepe Raventos leads the revolution in Catalan winemaking 
with this Blanc de Blancs, made in the traditional method 
from biodynamically produced fruit. A lighter alternative  
to Champagne.

Knightor Classic Cuvée - Non Vintage 
Cornwall, UK (12%, VN)

Traditional method wine made with grapes grown on our 
Roseland Peninsula. Biscuity aromas, citrus and fresh green 
apple followed with fresh and racy acidity.

Trevibban Mill Sparkling Pinot Noir
Cornwall, UK 2018 (11.5%, VN)

From an award winning vineyard on our doorstep.  
Strawberries, cream, grapefruit, and gentle spice mingle 
effortlessly. Four years ageing gives it character and  
beautifully integrated bubbles.

  12.5cl 37.5cl Bottle 

  10 - 45

  10 - 45

  14 - 65

   14  - 65

N Natural Wine        V Vegetarian        VN Vegan        OC Organic Certified        OP Working with Strong Organic Principles BC Biodynamic Certified        BB Working with Broadly Biodynamic Principles



Polgoon Pinot Noir
2022 (12%, OP, VN)

The Cornish take on Beaujolais. Light, fruity and delicious. 
Cherry notes run through the nose and palate with a  
suggestive amount of spice that lingers through a pure  
fruit finish. Also enjoyed chilled on a hot day.

Trevibban Mill Cicero
2022 (12%, OP, VN)

A young red with little intervention for a perfect summer 
pairing damson, red cherry and violet on the nose leading to 
a silky smooth palate. Vibrant fresh blackberries, raspberries 
and spice with medium body and balanced acidity.

Knightor Chardonnay
2021/23 (11.5%, VN)

Brilliant quality fruit balanced with French oak gives the 
wine excellent structure. An abundance of citrus, almond, 
clementine, subtle smokiness, and vanilla. A relaxed yet  
fresh acidity makes the wine versatile with food. 

Trevibban Mill Harlyn
2022/23 (11%, OP, VN)

A blend of Seyval Blanc and Orion work together to produce 
an off dry style. Hints of tropical fruits, citrus and green 
apple with a charming touch of sweetness on the finish. 

Polgoon Sauvignon Blanc
2023 (11.5%, OP, VN)

Floral notes dominate the nose, deceptively light in colour, 
the palate is flooded with flavours of green orchard fruit 
and touches of kiwi and pineapple. A refreshing and zippy 
amount of acidity persist. Try with seafood.

Trevibban Mill Merope
2023 (11%, OP, VN)

An elegant and aromatic wine with rose petals and white 
peach. Lychee and grapefruit mingle together with really 
bright acidity and a lick of minerality. Possibly the best  
vintage of this wine.  

 12.5cl 17.5cl 50.0cl Bottle 

 10 12 37 45

 10 12 37 45

 12.5cl 17.5cl 50.0cl Bottle 

 10 12 37 45

 10 12 37 45

 10 12 37 45

 11 13 39 46

CORNWALL 

We are lucky to have so many AWARD WINNING WINEMAKERS 
ON OUR DOORSTEP. Here we showcase a range of styles from  
just a few of those producers. Yeghes Dha!

N Natural Wine        V Vegetarian        VN Vegan        OC Organic Certified        OP Working with Strong Organic Principles BC Biodynamic Certified        BB Working with Broadly Biodynamic Principles



Bodegas Castano Macabeo
Murcia, Spain 2023 (12%, OC)

Superbly fresh and bright wine. White peach, apples and 
zesty lemons create a versatile wine from organic grapes.

Touraine Sauvignon Blanc
Loire, France 2023 (12%, OP)

Superbly fresh and zesty with classic Sauvignon flavours 
of tropical fruits, grapefruit and lime. Such a versatile wine 
with fresh acidity and a little texture.

Alois Lageder Pinot Grigio 
Alto Adige, Italy 2022 (13%, VN)

Aromas of pear, apple and elderflower with hints of  
white pepper. Light and bright with a smooth texture  
and a freshness that lingers. 

La Croix Gratiot Picpoul De Pinet
Languedoc, France 2022/23 (12%, VN, OC)

Vibrant citrus aromas of lime and grapefruit on the nose. 
The palate is full and balanced, with fresh Picpoul acidity 
and pure stone fruit flavours. The finish is long, complex 
with mouthwatering minerality.

Château Suduiraut Lions
Bordeaux, France 2022 (14%, OP, V)

Showcasing a complex and floral bouquet, this wine also 
exudes pink grapefruit, pear and passionfruit. All this whilst 
retaining exquisite texture balanced with fresh acidity, 
toasted hazelnuts and a touch of saline on the palate.

WHITE
Crisp & Lively

 12.5cl 17.5cl 50.0cl Bottle 

 8 10 - 30

 9  11  28  37

 10 12 37 45

 - - - 45

 13 15 45 56

Principe Pallavacini, Malvasia Putinata Roma 
Lazio, Italy 2022 (13.5%, OP, VN)

This region is woven with the antiquity of the Romans and 
this unique Malvasia, which produces a fantastic wine full  
of peach and apricot. Although fruit forward and fresh, it 
also boasts a wonderful almond kick with more than a lick  
of minerality.

Gavi Di Gavi ‘Lugarara’ La Giustiniana 

Piemonte, Italy 2023 (13%, VN)

A medley of stone fruit and lime peel. Immediately beguiling. 
Perfect for drinking alongside lightly flavoured fish dishes. 

Domaine Charly Nicolle Chablis 1er Cru Les Forneaux 

Burgundy, France 2020 (13%, OP, VN)

From a small family vineyard comes a wine that exudes a 
lovely straw yellow colour, with aromas of fresh floral notes, 
ripe green apple, almonds, and honey. The medium bodied 
palate is balanced with mouthwatering acidity and a long 
finish that boasts peaches and fresh blossom.

Sancerre Les Marnes Kimmeridgiennes 
Loire, France 2018 (14%, VN)

Well balanced yet brimming with richness and intensity.  
This style of Sancerre bucks the trend and uses longer lees 
contact in old barrels and released with more bottle age. 
This wine is more complex and gastronomic than most 
Sancerre's and is a sheer joy to drink.

 12.5cl 17.5cl 50.0cl Bottle 

 10 12 36 44

 10  12  35  42

 16 19 57 72

 -  -  - 80

N Natural Wine        V Vegetarian        VN Vegan        OC Organic Certified        OP Working with Strong Organic Principles BC Biodynamic Certified        BB Working with Broadly Biodynamic Principles



WHITE
Rich & Creamy

Saint Véran Bourcier Martinot 
Burgundy, France 2022 (13%, VN)

From a top AOC in Macon, neighbouring Pouilly Fuissé.  
This wine showcases richness and texture offset with 
peachy flavours, a streak of minerality and food friendly  
acidity. Incredible balance.

Silandeiro Albarino Sobre Rias Baixas 
Rias Baixas, Spain 2023 (12.5%)

Vivid straw-yellow, with intense aromatics of ripe orchard 
fruit, white peaches and fresh bread. A little waxy texture 
and a good dose of salinity. The wine of the sea.

Domaine De L'Aigle Limoux Chardonnay 
Languedoc, France 2022 (14%, BC, VN) 

From some of the highest vineyards in the region comes  
a beautifully crafted wine with peach, marzipan and pastry. 
Wonderful freshness and supple structure. 

Can Sumoi Xarel-Lo
Penedes, Catalunya 2022 (13%, OC, VN)

Childhood friends Pepe and Francesco transformed a  
derelict Finca into a flourishing winery. Their take on 
Xarel-Lo is a classic expression with soft and silky texture, 
herbal aromatics and a dry, refreshing palate. Green apples 
mingle with Provençale herbs and a touch of fennel.

Royal Tokaji Dry Furmint
Tokaji, Hungary 2021 (12%)

A great alternative to lovers of dry whites like Sauvignon 
Blanc. Aromas of grape blossom, apple and pear combine 
with flavours of ripe apricot and peach to produce a sleek, 
intense dry wine with a long, refreshing finish.

 12.5cl 17.5cl 50.0cl Bottle 

 12  14  40  52 

 10  12  37  45

 13  15  46  58

 13  15  46  58

 10  12  37  45

Domaine Patrick Baudoin Effusion Anjou Blanc
Loire, France 2019 (14% OP, V)

From the Poet of Terroir comes an exciting and textured 
Chenin Blanc. Hand picked fruit is pressed straight into oak. 
Wild fermentation takes place resulting in a wine that sings 
with a warm gold full of lemon, herbs and straw. 

Howard’s Folly Reserva Branco
Alentejo, Portugal 2021 (14%, OP, VN)

Produced in Portalegre north east of Alentejo. Aromas  
of lime and citrus fruits with smoke, and toasty oak. The 
silky palate carries elegance and texture. Vibrant acidity  
is expressed by a long mouthwatering finish. 

Olivier Le Flaive Puligny Montrachet
Burgundy, France 2020 (13%, OP, V)

It opens with spring flowers and citrus. Packed with aromas 
abundantly fresh and lemony. The palate is luscious and 
fleshy. A silky texture with stone fruit and green apple notes. 
Balanced by a racy mineral note, great depth of flavour 
which lingers generously on the finish.

Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru Edouard Delaunay
Burgundy, France 2019 (13.5%)

Superbly rich and complex. Boasting fine elegant oak notes 
of acacia blossom. Followed by scents of toasted almonds, 
frangipane, candied fruit, angelica, bergamot, and baked 
goods. Boasting roundness, depth and sucrosity — balanced 
by fresh acidity, yellow stone fruit, fresh herbs, and a slightly 
mineral touch of flint.

 12.5cl 17.5cl 50.0cl Bottle 

 14  17  52  66

 -  -  -  70

 -  -  -  125 

 -  -  -  245 

N Natural Wine        V Vegetarian        VN Vegan        OC Organic Certified        OP Working with Strong Organic Principles BC Biodynamic Certified        BB Working with Broadly Biodynamic Principles



WHITE
Aromatic & Spicy

Art De Vivre Clairette 
Languedoc, France 2020 (13%, BB)

From legendary winemaker, Gerard Bertrand, comes  
native Clairette in a beautiful clay bottle. Fleshy white  
peach and pear mingle with green plum. A little texture  
and a charming sweetness. 

Pratsch Gruner Veltliner
Kremstal, Austria 2022 (13%, OP, VN)

Stephen Pratsch makes exceptional wines with a focus 
on organic and biodynamic principles. With red and green 
apples, floral notes and peach dominating the aromas, those 
flavours follow through on the palate with more than a good 
helping of citrus zing and white pepper.

Jean Biecher Pinot Gris 
Alsace, France 2022 (13.5%, OP, VN)

Joyously ripe, food friendly wine with tropical fruit, stone 
fruit and ginger. Refreshingly sweet, yet balanced and  
amazing with spicy dishes.

Unfiltered Riesling Peth-Wetz 
Rheinhessen, Germany 2020 (12.5%, OP, VN)

Peth-Wetz epitomise the face of German wine. Grapefruit, 
lemons, a little spiced pear and melon with lovely texture 
and just a hint of sweetness. 

 12.5cl 17.5cl 50.0cl Bottle 

 9  13  39  48

 10  12  37  45 

 8  10  29  36

 11  13  39  48

Molino Real Mountain Blanco
Malaga, Spain 2021/22 (13.5%, OC, VN)

Rioja wine maker Telmo Rodriguez reinvigorates the Molino  
wine scene with a stunning off dry Muscat that balances 
aromatics and freshness beautifully. Tropical citrus, blossom 
and Mediterranean herbs with a hint of ginger, followed by  
a fresh palate with just a hint of sweetness. 

Alois Lageder Gewurztraminer 
Trentino, Italy, 2021 (13%, BC, VN) 

Ultra sustainable estate founded in 1823 and a true pioneer 
of biodynamics. A complex wine full of aromas of flavours. 
Peaches, rose water and pink pepper. A rich and honeyed 
mouthfeel with a dry and refreshing finish.

Chai Saint Olive Viognier 812
Lyon, France 2021 (12.5%, OP, VN)

Another incredible wine from the first urban winery in Lyon. 
Sourcing amazing quality fruit from sites in the northern 
Rhône. This is akin to Condrieu, oily and richly textured  
with pear and toasted peaches. Sublime.

 12.5cl 17.5cl 50.0cl Bottle 

 12  14  41  55

 -  -  -  70

 15  18  57  70

N Natural Wine        V Vegetarian        VN Vegan        OC Organic Certified        OP Working with Strong Organic Principles BC Biodynamic Certified        BB Working with Broadly Biodynamic Principles



ROSÉAMBER

Orange Gold
Occitanie, France 2021/22 (13%, OC, VN)

The nose is complex, with an explosion of white flowers, 
candied fruits and white pepper. Flattering and aromatic on 
the mouth and yet so approachable and versatile with food. 
 
Litmus Orange Bacchus 
Dorking, Surrey 2022 (12%, VN)

Made by the award winning team from Denbies, this wine 
shows grassy notes combined with hazelnut, quince and 
marzipan. Good tannic structure and a lengthy finish on  
the palate. 

La Taronja De Gris Orange Wine
Languedoc, France 2020 (14%, OC, VN)

Orange peel, white pepper, ginger, melon and citrus, dry 
tannins and fresh acidity on the palate. A tour de force of 
flavours and sensations. A life affirming wine that pairs  
well with savoury dishes.

 12.5cl 17.5cl 50.0cl Bottle 

 11  13  39  48

 12  14  45  55 

 -  -  -  62

Vivanco Rioja Rosado 
Rioja, Spain 2022 (13%, OP, VN)

A Grenache Tempranillo blend with redcurrants on the nose, 
strawberries and red cherry palate with hint of liquorice. 

A Mano Rosato
Puglia, Italy 2023 (12%)

This is vibrant and full bodied. Floral aromas with raspberry, 
candied redcurrant and a casual sweetness on the palate. 

Château Des Sarrins Rosé Grand Cuvée
Provence, France 2023 (12.5%, OC, VN)

From acclaimed Champagne producer Bruno Paillard, comes 
an exceptional rose wine. Violets and white peach and a 
touch of almond entice the senses. While the palate excites 
with minerality, finesse and mouth watering freshness.

Clos Du Temple  
Languedoc, France 2022 (13%, BC, Vn) 
From the cradle of rose wine making comes the award  
winning Clos Du Temple from Gerard Bertrand. Voted the 
'Best Rosé in the World 2024'. A light pink colour with touches 
of peach and copper. Stone fruit and strawberry mingle  
with a wealth of saline and mineral notes. Textured and 
complex beyond any other rose A true labor of love.  
This wine exudes confidence and exuberance.

*By Coravin only.

 12.5cl 17.5cl 50.0cl Bottle 

 8  10  24  32

 -  -  -  35

 12  14  41  55

 35*  -  -  210

N Natural Wine        V Vegetarian        VN Vegan        OC Organic Certified        OP Working with Strong Organic Principles BC Biodynamic Certified        BB Working with Broadly Biodynamic Principles



Bedoba Saperavi
Kakheti, Georgia 2021 (13.5%, OP, VN)

Made from the indigenous grape variety Saperavi and  
partially vinified in traditional qvevri vessels, Bedoba means 
‘Day of Luck’. This wine is dark and inky while the nose is a 
powerful savoury-spicy bouquet of blackberries, herbs and 
black pepper. The palate has a juicy texture, ripe tannins  
and black fruit flavours.

Zorah ‘Karasi’ Areni Noir
Armenia 2021 (14%, OP, VN)

From one of the oldest winemaking regions dating back  
over 6000 years. This Armenian native variety, Sireni, thrives 
at high altitude. This wine boasts aromas of spiced red and 
dark berries with subtle hints of toast. On the palate, rich 
fruit flavours are interwoven with smooth, mature tannins 
and a sprightly acidity that lingers on the lengthy finish.

Gasper Cabernet Franc 
Slovenia 2021 (13%, VN)

From 50 year old vines and fruit that is hand picked by the 
families that own the parcels of land, comes an exceptional 
wine. This Cabernet Franc has a rich and aromatic nose  
with notes of cherries, plum, blackberries, and black pepper.  
The wine has a smooth palate with great red fruit character, 
ripe, supple tannins and a long, consistent finish. 

Matošević Alba Antiqua
Croatia 2019 (13.5%, VN)

Made with native variety Malvazia Istarska this wine is  
created by arguably one of Croatia’s finest winemakers,  
Ivica Matosevic. Only made in exceptional vintages this  
is aged for a phenomenal 30 months in French oak.  
Rich, woody, textured and full of apricots, acacia,  
honeyed notes and spice. A serious wine that needs  
to be drunk to be believed. 

Domaine Vico Bois De Cerf 
Corsica 2022 (13%, BC, V)

100% Vermentinu from 45-year-old vines, harvested by hand, 
the grapes are crushed before undergoing several hours of 
skin contact to maximise flavour. The must is fermented with 
indigenous yeasts in stainless steel. Fine lees ageing for six 
months in concrete tanks for additional texture, the wine 
displays a fresh citrus and orchard-fruit character with  
acidity and minerality.

Ibizkus Totem
Ibiza, Spain 2020/21 (12.4%, OP, VN)

From some of the oldest vines in Ibiza. Hand picked  
fruit combined with wild yeast fermentation in first and  
second use French oak and lees ageing produces one of  
the most gastronomic rose´wines we have tried. Aromas  
of ripe cherries, red berries, and herbs stand out whilst  
the smooth texture and mouthwatering acidity playfully 
entwine. A truly exciting and unique wine.

 12.5cl 17.5cl 50.0cl Bottle 

 11  13  39  48

 13  15  48  60

 -  -  -  60

 12.5cl 17.5cl 50.0cl Bottle 

 14  16  50  65

 13  15  48  60

 -  -  -  65

OFF THE BEATEN TRACK

Here we celebrate wines from lesser known places,  
the ‘Old World’ you seldom see.

N Natural Wine        V Vegetarian        VN Vegan        OC Organic Certified        OP Working with Strong Organic Principles BC Biodynamic Certified        BB Working with Broadly Biodynamic Principles



RED
Light & BrightRED

Chilled

Bodegas Castano Monastrell 
Murcia, Spain 2022 (14%, OC)

Vibrant red cherry notes accentuated by blackberry and 
plum. Smooth and easy drinking yet quite versatile and fresh.

Mandrarossa Nero D’Avola Costadune
Sicily, Italy 2022 (13.5%, VN)

Produced by a co-operative from Menfi in Sicily. Aromas  
of black cherries, plums and red berries. Very easy drinking, 
the palate is velvety with intense fruit flavours. 

Chai Saint Olive Gamay 480
Lyon, France 2022 (13%, OP, VN)

From Lyon’s first urban winery comes a modern take on 
Beaujolais. It has vibrancy and power on the nose, with 
cherry compote and liquorice spice. Hints of cigar box  
and a medley of black fruits linger on the finish.

Saumur Champigny Domaine Des Roches Neuves
Loire, France 2020 (13.5%, BC, N, V)

This Cabernet Franc is garnet with purple tints, exhibits  
lively aromas of violets and stewed fruits. Harmonious,  
full and a smoky finish with subtle tannins. 

Pratsch Zweigelt
Austria 2021  (13%, OC, VN)

Dark ruby red with strawberries, plums, damsons, herbs 
and balsamic. It has supple mid-level tannins and flavours 
of fresh cranberries, pepper, strawberry and redcurrants. 
Refreshing and delicious!

 12.5cl 17.5cl 50.0cl Bottle 

 8  10  -  30

 -  -  -  35

 
 12  14  40  48

 -  -  -  50

 10  12  37  45

Mandrarossa Frapatto
Sicily 2023 (13%, VN)

From a Sicilian co-operative comes the native Frapatto 
grape. Reveling in red fruits, cherry, strawberries and  
pomegranate. Light tannins make this perfect served  
chilled with summer dishes.

Pratsch Zweigelt
Austria 2021  (13%, OC, VN)

Dark ruby red with strawberries, plums, damsons, herbs 
and balsamic. It has supple mid-level tannins and flavours 
of fresh cranberries, pepper, strawberry and redcurrants. 
Refreshing and delicious! 

 12.5cl 17.5cl 50.0cl Bottle 

 8  10  25  35 

 10  12  37  45

N Natural Wine        V Vegetarian        VN Vegan        OC Organic Certified        OP Working with Strong Organic Principles BC Biodynamic Certified        BB Working with Broadly Biodynamic Principles



RED
Medium & Silky

Domaine Parize Givry Rouge 1er Cru Clos Grandes Vignes 
Burgundy, France 2019 (14%, OP)

A richly perfumed Pinot Noir exhibiting ripe cherry aromas, 
strawberry and liquorice with undertones of menthol. The 
extra weight means this is great with game. 

Amano Primitivo
Li Veli Puglia, Italy 2022 (13.5%, BC, VN)

80 year old bush vines and a biodynamic winemaking duo 
produce a ruby red example of Puglia’s most famous grape. 
Brimming with red and dark fruits, Mediterranean spice  
and smoke this wine is a modern style that is very versatile. 

Quinta Do Vallado Douro Tinto 
Douro, Portugal (14%, OC, V)

From one of the oldest Quinta in Porto with over 300  
years of winemaking traditions. Rich, damson flavours,  
with a great structure. A modern take on a classic blend  
of Portuguese grapes, it is a rich, brambly wine.

Fontodi Chianti Classico DOCG 
Tuscany, Italy 2021 (14%, OC, BB, V)

Dark cherry, plum, graphite, leather, licorice and mocha 
build effortlessly in the glass. Deep and pliant with superb 
structure. Sublime drinking pleasure.

 12.5cl 17.5cl 50.0cl Bottle 

 14  17  52  66 

 10  12  37  45

 10  12  36  43

 -  -  -  67

Morgon Domaine Marcel Lapierre
Beaujolais, France 2022 (12.5%, OP, BC, N, VN)

Marcel was one of the pioneers of biodynamic winemaking 
in France for nearly three decades. This wine is full of cherry, 
liquorice & violet and is extremely fresh and exciting. 

Unfiltered Pinot Noir Peth–Wetz
Rheinhessen, Germany 2019 (13.5%, OP, N, VN)

Christian Peths’ wines are confident, memorable and honest. 
German classics reimagined. This unfiltered Pinot Noir is 
bursting with cherry, blueberry and cloves with crisp acidity 
and round tannins. 

Saint Cosme Little James Basket Press - Non Vintage 
Rhône, France (14%, OP, BB, VN)

Solera aged multi vintage Grenache blended with Pinot Noir. 
Red berry fruits, oriental spices and fresh acidity on the finish.

Vina Los Valles Rioja Tempranillo
Rioja, Spain (13.5%, OC, VN)

Made from 100% Tempranillo from old vines with a touch  
of oak for complexity. Bright cherry red with aromas of  
fresh red fruits and spices. On the palate, it is balanced and 
elegant, featuring cherry, blackberry, and blueberry notes.

Ruberpan Valpolicella Superiore Pieropan 
Veneto, Italy 2021 (14%, OP, V)

Ruby red in colour, with perfumes of strawberry and wild 
cherry. The complex palate displays fruity notes and has 
a lovely freshness on the finish complemented by a spicy 
character. 

Sughere Rocco Di Frasinello
Tuscany Italy 2020 (13.5%)

An incredible ‘Super Tuscan’ collaboration from Castellare 
and Lafite Rothschild. Impeccably blanched with red and 
black fruits, spice and a lingering finish. This is a wine that 
drinks well with friends and a sublime pairing to rich food.

 12.5cl 17.5cl 50.0cl Bottle 

 -  -  -  65

 12  14  42  50 

 -  -  -  38

 8  10  25  35

 -  -  -  65

 12  14  40  52

N Natural Wine        V Vegetarian        VN Vegan        OC Organic Certified        OP Working with Strong Organic Principles BC Biodynamic Certified        BB Working with Broadly Biodynamic Principles



Château Durfort Vivens Les Hameau
Margaux, France 2019 (12.9%, BC, VN)

Next door to Château Margaux, Gonzague Lurton makes ex-
ceptional wines with 20% of the wine aged in clay amphora. 
This adds a layer of complexity and preserves the freshness 
of the fruit. Elegant and precise. This wine delivers beautiful 
red fruit flavours, violets and dark chocolate, while plush 
and ripe tannins balance with smooth acidity.

Vintage La Chapelle de Haut-Bages Liberal
Paulliac, France 2017 (12.9%, BC, VN)

One of only two estates in Pauillac with parcels of limestone 
soils, this gives Claire Lurton’s wines a distinct mineral char-
acter. Soft and supple texture, with cassis, violets and cedar. 
Red fruits also playfully mingle with a fine tannic structure 
before giving way to a kick of vanilla and black fruits.

Château Ormes De Pez Saint Estephe
Bordeaux, France 2013 (13%, OP, V)

This is a consistently good wine and one of the best of  
the Crus Bourgeois of Bordeaux. A Cabernet Sauvignon led  
wine with integrated oak, big, structured, and mouth-filling.  
Intense, dense, dark fruit, but with a creamy, raspberry twist. 
Sweet cassis in the middle and super-ripe tannins.

 12.5cl 17.5cl 50.0cl Bottle 

 18  20  64  75

 17  19  55  70 

 -  -  -  79

EXPLORE BORDEAUX

Take a tour with our wine team and get  
to know one of the MOST FAMOUS REGIONS IN THE WORLD.

Château La Grand Français ‘Origines’
Bordeaux, France 2020 (13%, OC, VN)

40 year old vines and only a few thousand bottles made  
per year. Oak ageing brilliantly integrated with a nose  
of sweet fig, red and black cherry. The fruit is perfectly  
set with it’s oak ‘frame’. Soft and elegant tannins with a  
luscious mouthfeel.

By Clinet 2018
Pomerol, France 2018 (14.5%, OP, V)

This wine was created to artfully blend the three different 
types of terroir that characterize Pomerol. A deep garnet  
in colour, with aromas of fruits of the forest with a touch  
of oriental spice, black pepper and tonka bean. The soft  
texture on the palate heralds a cavalcade of ripe fruit,  
mixed herbs, leather, chocolate and a smoky finish.

 12.5cl 17.5cl 50.0cl Bottle 

 -  13  39  48

 -  -  -  72
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RED
Full & Chewy

Gevrey-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes Domaine
Rossignol-Trapet Burgundy, France 2015 (13%, OC, BC, VN)

A finely and typically structured Gevrey. Classy, yet beautiful 
aromatics allied to make this a stunning wine from the heart 
of Burgundy. 

Tenuta Cavallotto Barolo Bricco Boschis
Piemonte, Italy 2018 (14.5%, OC, VN)

A stunning Barolo with a captivating perfume of raspberry, 
rosemary, truffle and dried plum. The classical, elegant  
tannin structure is offset by a core of densely woven,  
multi-layered and velveteen fruit.

Châteauneuf-Du-Pape Château de Beaucastel 
Rhône, France 2013 (14.5%, OC)

It’s a classic Beaucastel, with black fruits, truffles, spice and 
bitter chocolate notes. Finishing with wonderful clarity and 
length. 

Urbina Rioja Gran Reserva Especial 
Rioja, Spain 2004 (14%, OP)

Such a complex wine with great maturity. Figs, plums,  
cigar box aromas playfully juggled with defined spice of 
cinnamon and cloves. Leather mingles with tobacco and 
incense. Toffee, balsamic and oak again play effortlessly  
with all the flavours and textures they can find. A big red 
crying out for a big dish.

Corton Bressandres Domaine Chandon De Briailles
Burgundy, France 2011 (13%, BC)

This Grand Cru is majestically intense with lots of meaty 
perfume, a mineral palate and a complex weave of structure. 
Dark fruit, spice, wild game, and truffle tones.

 12.5cl 17.5cl 50.0cl Bottle 

 -  -  -  99 

 -  -  -  130

 -  -  -  150

 -  -  -  75

 -  -  -  199

Château St Cosme Gigondas
Rhône, France 2019 (14.5%, BC, VN)

Undoubtedly one of the best family producers in France. 
Louis Barruol crafts terroir specific wines that continually 
excel and delight. Intense blackberry, fig and liquorice  
with freshness, smoke and violets lingering on the finish. 

Barbaresco Roccalini Cascina Roccalini
Piemonte, Italy 2018 (14.5%, OC, BB, VN)

This powerful Barbaresco is sublime. Red and purple  
flowers on the nose, followed by cinnamon and nutmeg, 
leading you into a smokey embrace of fruit with a rich,  
elegant, very long finish. 

Vivanco Rioja Reserva 
Rioja, Spain 2017 (14%, OP, VN)

Vivanco wines embrace age old traditions and blend  
with modernity and style. A unique wine that works very  
well with food. This is an intense and rich wine with  
flavours of red and black berry fruit, vanilla, and sweet  
spice. A complex leather character.

Causse De Theron ‘En Pente’ Malbec
Cahors, France 2022 (13.5%, OP, VN)

Fermented with wild yeast and aged in concrete tanks for 
four years to ‘mellow’ as winemaker Antonio Morescalchi 
says. Blueberry and red fruits dominate, while tannins  
are beautifully supple with a long and scented finish.  
Old world Malbec with a new world twist.

Château Ormes De Pez Saint Estephe
Bordeaux, France 2013 (13%, OP, V)

This is a consistently good wine and one of the best of the 
Crus Bourgeois of Bordeaux. A Cabernet Sauvignon led wine 
with integrated oak, big, structured, and mouth-filling.  
Intense, dense, dark fruit, but with a creamy, raspberry 
twist. Sweet cassis in the middle and super-ripe tannins.

 12.5cl 17.5cl 50.0cl Bottle 

 -  -  -  80

 -  -  -  85 

 13  15  45  59

 12  14  40  55

 -  -  -  75
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Recioto Di Soave Pieropan
Soave, Veneto 2018 (12.5%, VN)

Dried apricots and almonds offset the delicate sweetness 
and fresh acidity with tropical fruits and baked peach  
flavours on the finish. Sublime, delicious and versatile.

Château Guiraud Sauternes  
Bordeaux, France 2020 (12%)

Rigorous plot selection and older vines produce a sumptuous 
and elegant example of one of the most famous sweet wines. 
Pineapple, passionfruit and grapefruit dominate. Exquisite!

Castellare San Niccolo Vinsanto Del Chianti Classico
Tuscany, Italy 2016 (15%, OP, VN)

A Tuscan sweet wine made from dried white grapes and 
aged for 5 years in chestnut and oak. It is a very full-bodied, 
sweet yet fresh, with dried fruit, caramel and coffee.

Domaine Valcros Rimage Banyuls
Languedoc, France 2023 (16.5% BC, VN)

Steep terraced slopes and steeped in tradition. A land  
where tractors are banned and donkeys must be local!  
This fortified wine carries dark crunchy fruits and a  
moorish sweetness.

Gerard Bertrand Rivesaltes 1988 
Languedoc, France (17%, OC, VN)

A rare and exquisite gem from the Rivesaltes region,  
this wine confidently boasts an abundance of dried fruits, 
nuts and honey. Deep amber in colour and a beautiful 
sweetness balanced with lingering spice. A masterpiece  
that is simply joyous to drink.

   5cl Bottle 

     12  60 

     11  52

     15  70

     12  58 

     20  -

Samling 88 Trockenbeerenauslese Helmut Lang
Burgenland, Austria 2018 (13%, VN)

Concentrated, sweet but beautifully poised. Harvested  
in late November with 90% noble rot. Very intense,  
multilayered with a tropical medley of flavours. 

Tokaji Aszu 5 Puttonyos Château Dereszla
Tokaji, Hungary 2019 (10%)

Deep, roasted fruit notes are complemented by lively,  
fresh apricot and quince. Luscious yet sprightly.

Royal Tokaji Late Harvest
Tokaji, Hungary 2018 (11%)

A wonderful and versatile dessert wine that showcases  
fresh and dried apricots perfectly. Orange blossom and  
honey mingle with complexity and richness.

   5cl Bottle 

   16  75

     15  70

     10  50

SWEET
Wines
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PORT SHERRY

Fonseca Guimaraens Single Quinta Vintage Port 
Douro, Portugal 2012 (12.5%, VN)

Classic vintage opulence and voluptuous ripe black fruit 
character, liquorice and menthol with chewy tannins. 

Quinta Do Vallado 10yr Tawny Port
Douro, Portugal (19.5%)

Dried fruits moorish enveloped with beautifully ladened 
cake spice and generously nutty. 

Quinta do Vallado 20yr Tawny Port 
Douro, Portugal (19.5%)

This 20 year Port is very rich, combining dried fruit with 
cigar notes. The taste is fresh, with liquorice on the mouth. 
It has a velvety, luxurious finish. 

Vintage Howard's Folly Carcavelos 
Alentejo, Portugal 1991 (20%, VN)

Dark amber, luscious yet zingy. Flavours of marmalade,  
treacle, dried fruits and coffee mingle expertly with  
star anise and cardamom. Produced from a 10 hectare  
site and only several hundred bottles left in the world,  
this is a rare treat. 

Henriques & Henriques Rich Single Harvest Madeira 1998 
Madeira, Portugal (19%, VN)

Dried fruit and burnt caramel combine with nutty aromas 
and a seriously long finish. A medium sweet wine great  
with nutty cheeses.

 5cl 

   11

   13

   16

   15

   16

Manzanilla Pasada ‘Pastrana’
Sanlucar De Barrameda, Spain (15.5%)

Savoury, refreshing and very complex. Clean, delicate and 
faintly yeasty aromas leading to a dry, light and crisp palate.

Lustau Palo Cortado ‘Almacenista’
Sanlucar De Barrameda, Spain (20%)

Dark amber with tobacco and leather aromas on the nose, 
this is a rare style of sherry with subtle wood and spices. 
Still with a certain sweetness around the edges. 

Lustau East India 'Solera Reserva' - Non Vintage 
Jerez, Spain (20%)

A unique and flavoursome blend of Oloroso and Pedro 
Ximenez. Flavours of  raisins, nuts, crystallized orange and 
candied peel. Think Christmas pudding in a glass. Joyous.

Lustau Rio Viejo Dry Olorosso - Non Vintage 
Jerez, Spain (20%)

Mahogany colour with smoky wood, walnuts, caramel  
and bitter chocolate. Very dry yet balanced with a superbly 
long finish.

 5cl 

 6

 8

 10

 10

& Madeira
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